
Appendix 5

Last updated:- AH 26/10/2011

No. Category Date Raised by  Description Priority Status Assigned to Action to be taken Target 

date to 

resolve

Summary of outcome

13 General 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales Review of NLMS packages by subject leads (MMT packages) High Open Nick Lee/ Jane 

Carter/Nisha 

Ross

To decide if the particular NLMS packages will be used.  NL to contact leads. 

In progress.

before 

NLMS 

implement

ation

To ensure correct packages are used.

17 General 12/04/2011 

through to 19-

OCT-2011

Education Leads, 

T&D Quality 

team, Jane Carter

Child protection issues: levels/compliance criteria to be made 

clearer in order to measure compliance despite matrix update; the 

way of measuring the compliance as KPI subject has to be 

urgently discussed with CP team; lack of CP administrator 

prevents CP team from recording their training; IDEAL have 

temporarily taken over recording but no records sent from May 

(now Oct 11) from CP team (January-April recorded by IDEAL); 

significant backlog is building; These are ongoing issues - this has 

to be discussed with CP team.

High Open Jane Carter Rita 

Patrick T&D 

Quality Sarah 

Steele

IDEAL asked to organise input by CP as priority. The level 1b as well as 2/3 

and 3 training from Jan 11 till 20th April recorded as per 21st april 11 

according to records received from CP team. Now when the compliance 

criteria have changed to groups the reporting measures should be reviewed 

again (19/10/2011). Level 1 (1, 2 and 3 yearly renewal) are ready for 

recording however no records received from CP team from May 2011. The 

project mapping competencies to jobs/positions would solve the 

measurement issue.

Dec-11 Backlog of training for CP - incorrect compliance numbers. CP in put on 

OLM centrally for the foreseeable future - or until new administrator 

trained. CP will have to deliver the data. CP compliance will not be 

accurate until the best measures are decided on which capture the 

complexity of the subject and until the mapping of competencies to 

jobs/positions is implemented.

41 General 27/06/2011 Aleks Hales THQ compliance: Some THQ organisations cost codes contain 

staff on honorary contracts (R&D Director). The learning for these 

staffs is not recorded currently.  There are some university staff on 

honorary contracts and some without - their stat and mand 

compliance needs to be regulated and monitored. Also THQ 

compliance in certain areas has to be targeted. Part of 

administrators and educational governance staff within THQ still to 

feed back to IDEAL for access to stat and mand reports. Currently 

ascertaining the amount of staff in THQ who have to do specific 

training (not the topics ALL staff have to do) by directorate.

High Open Jo Mountfield, 

T&D Quality, 

THQ managers

Liaising with THQ organisations regarding who is responsible for recording 

what , AD liaised with Kerry Neal from Wellcome Trust - Kerry to contact 

Quality team with details. Steve Harris aware for HR. Still in process 

(19/10/2011). T&D CQC compliance rmeeting on 25/10/2011 confirmed that 

again THQ organisations should be targeted for statutory training compliance 

- team to action.

Dec-11 Correct compliance numbers for THQ

58 General 25/10/2011 Rosemary Chable Update the policy so that it is clear for Education Leads what are 

their responsibilities regarding following up the compliance (e.g. fill 

in pink fields)

High Open Rosemary 

Chable

Update the policy and disseminate the information Dec-11 Clear requirements regarding follow-up procedures. Policy updated and 

being signed off at CQSG November 2011

59 General 26/10/2011 Rita Patrick T&D 

Quality Team

NLMS introduction will significantly impact competencies transfer 

therefore reporting. Fair amount of preparations/resources/time 

has to be involved in adjusting OLM/ reporting templates to 

changes

High Open Nick Lee Jane 

Carter Rita 

Patrick T&D 

QualityTeam 

Leads ESG

Agreeing statistical measures, OLM changes, report templates changes - 

requires discussion 

in advance 

to NLMS 

roll-out

Correct OLM setup for accurate evidence

19 General 12-Apr-11 Esther Hall Mental capacity - elearning training does not produce a certificate Low Open Jane Carter AD to ask Nick Lee.

AD emailed NL 14/4/11

JC contacted Jill Young 3.5.11- ?? put quiz/questions at end of elearning and 

produce certificate. JC contacted NL regarding technical details. Awaiting 

confirmation/comments (27/07/2011) Awaiting details of assessment from Jill 

Young (23/08/2011)

Sep-11 Certificate to be produced for evidence.

39 General 20/06/2011 Alison Trenerry 

/Rosemary 

Chable

Ongoing issues with OLM reporting to be explicit on central risk 

register

Medium Open Alison Trenerry Issues with Stat and Mand training already appear on risk register Dec-11 To ensure a coherent way of evidencing risks. 

10 General 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales NLMS and MSS not yet fully rolled out which narrows down 

options for recording competencies

Medium Open Nick Lee/ Jane 

Carter

More options for recording training, MSS giving managers possibility of 

competencies assignment and review as a part of performance review

Dec-11 More effective recording therefore improved compliance. Managers will 

be able to manage and monitor staff's competencies.

57 Recording 21/10/2011 Education Leads Sage & Thyme End of Life training might be attanded in place of 

stat and mand End of Life care course - as the compliance 

numbers suggest.

High Open Education Leads 

Jane Carter 

T&D 

To make sure there is no confusion in training. Dec-11 Correct compliance

16 Recording 12-Apr-11 Esther Hall Medicines management workbooks data not being recorded. Med Open Alison Day Blanket entry for staff required.  All records for staff to be entered. Jun-11 Training to be recorded

14 Reporting 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales No competencies in majority of NLMS courses.  No technical 

possibility to attach local competencies to nlms courses. Stat and 

mand reporting is an integrated part of the OLM therefore reporting 

team should be informed/involved in NLMS preparations from 

reporting perspective. 

High Open Jane Carter / 

Nick Lee

 It needs to be decided what competencies are reported on - local or national 

- this will significantly impact the reporting is prepared. (AH 10 May 2011). 

There is a work around setting up learning paths with competencies attached 

to them instead of courses. To be tested by RP/AH.(27/07/2011). As such a 

project should be undertaken how the NLMS implementation will impact the 

competency- staff records transfer, therefore the resources to implement the 

changes should be reviewed. Also T&D Quality team should be 

involved/informed regarding these issues to be able to suggest/implement 

the adequate reporting process.(25/10/2011) This will also impact on the 

job/position competency mapping project.

before 

NLMS 

implement

ation

Ensure correct competency transfer to staff records therefore correct 

reporting. Maintain evidencing systems throughout the period of OLM 

change. Create an appropriate reporting system.

Statutory and Mandatory Action Plan / Issues & Risk Log
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38 Reporting 16/06/2001 Rosemary 

Chable/ Angela 

van Lancker

The Stat and mand reports for THQ show all competencies. The 

majority of THQ are admin staff therefore the reports show a lot of 

non-compliance. In fact many of these are not applicable. 

High Open Aleks Hales 

Jane Carter 

AH to look at alternative ways of providing report information for THQ. Links 

with the action above. Recommended to ESG that work should be 

undertaken to establish and input individual competency profile to ESR. JC 

confirmed this project suitability for reporting purposes. Still an ongoing issue 

however THQ compliance is monitored with more scrutiny and compliance 

hads risen. The remaining issues are being addressed. This issue will be 

resolved upon matching the competencies to jobs/positions.(19/10/2011)

Dec-11 Reports more suitable for THQ staff stat and mand requirements. 

Having liaised with Information Services regarding the issue - currently 

it is not possible to do that - matrix information will be additionally 

provided so that requirements can be double-checked.

44 Reporting 07/07/2011 Aleks Hales Differences within competencies compliance requirements for 

different staff even within the same staff group makes is extremely 

difficult to set up within OLM without mapping these requirements 

to particular jobs and positions. This results in inaccurate reporting 

for some staff (they have competencies without expiry date or 

have shorter expiry than applicable and we are not able to verify it 

centrally with 100% certainty) 

High Open Jane Carter, 

Aleks Hales, 

Alison Day

Escalate the issue further, possibly to look at the matrix and liaise with RC 

and JC to check if the matrix could be done any simpler and more generically 

so that it is possible to set up OLM in optimal way. To be discussed. The 

upload of competency profiles to staff records within ESR will solve this 

issue.

Dec-11 Reports information corretly mirroring matrix information.

50 Reporting 27/07/2011 Alison Day    

Aleks Hales

Stat and mand reports pink boxes (the numbers of staff required to 

do particular competency) to be filled correctly following the matrix 

guidance.Otherwise compliance numbers are incorrect.Also the 

staff who are not required to do particular competency and are 

compliant have to be registered and listed separately. This is a 

massive undertaking for Education Leads and the T&D Quality 

Team. However otherwise we are not able to chase the 

compliance accurately. A project is necessary to be undertaken to 

establish what stat and mand competencies to be done by 

particular position holder and entered into ESR. This would enable 

monitoring if staff are completing stat and mand training required 

by their position/job with detail and certainty. This way many of the 

listed issues would be resolved.

High Open Education Leads To look at the matrix requirements and make sure the appropriate numbers 

are entered in pink boxes so that the percentage numbers are calculated 

correctly by the pre-entered formula within the report. Also list the staff who 

do not need to do a particular competency (map requirements - this will be 

the first step in undertaking the progect of adding these to staff records). 

McKesson (ESR provider) offered to upload centrally our list of 

competencies to particular jobs/positions. A project with involvement of Jane 

Carter, Education Leads, HR has to be undertaken ASAP to start work on 

mapping the compliance requirements

Jan-12 Ensure correct compliance of subject which have to be done only by 

particular staff (mandatory)

54 Reporting 21/08/2011 Aleks Hales Check if H&S Slips Trips and Falls might have been recorded 

under Risk Assessment for Slips Trips and Falls which does not 

transfer the  stat and mand competecy H&S Slips Trips and Falls 

to staff records as this is a different training. It is going to be 

difficult to evidence issue.

High Open Aleks Hales 

Jane Carter 

Discuss the way forward. Rita to check on OLM - acc to meeting with JC 

(23/08/2011)                                    (24/08/2011) RP Changed text on OLM 

to advise administrators that Slips Trips and Falls not to be recorded on Risk 

Assesment Trips Slips and Falls.  Otherwise cannot identify who has done 

what as they are already completed on the system. To be discussed (AH 

with JC) by the end of October (19/10/2011)

Sep-11 Correct compliance numbers.

55 Reporting 21/08/2011 Aleks Hales Multiple input competencies (like VTE - there are 5 separate, 

Blood Transfusion, Medical Devices/Equipment, Hand Hygiene, 

Basic Life Support, Child Protection) makes reporting very 

complex - which one is the stat and mand to be reported on? What 

is the criterion of compliance? The reporting template is already 

overly long and criteria for compliance unclear. We are not able to 

provide accurate evidence of compliance until this is established.

High Open Aleks Hales 

Jane Carter 

Discuss the way forward. Discussed with JC - a meeting with RC/JC/Quality 

would be useful to look at the reporting together to see what competencies 

constitute the compliance in case of VTE, Blood Trans etc to agree the 

consistent approach.(23/08/2011) JC organised a meeting in November with 

subject and education leads to discuss it. T&D quality to attend with a list of 

topics (e.g. the measures issue), to make the leads aware of the issues.

Sep-11 Correct compliance numbers. Wider awareness of reporting 

requirements, better monitoring and follow-up.

43 Training 28/06/2011 Aleks Hales All staff have to do nutrition now but there is no leaflet available 

(as per matrix requirement) - due to lack of trust-wide training 

provision the compliance will be low. Despite the apparent 

availability of nutrition leaflet - what exactly are the compliance 

criteria and how to report on that. How to prove that staff have 

read the leaflet? 

High Open Jane Carter 

Hilary Warwick

JC to ask the subject lead re how the training can be completed. Recording 

procedures to be agreed. Competency already set up on OLM. Clarity 

required for updating - detailed on matrix. (27/07/2011). The leaflet has been 

available on Trust Induction since May 2011.  Update from Hilary - the leaflet 

is not intended as a solution for clinical staff - its just a generic start on the 

nutrition "pathway" for induction purposes. (19/10/2011). Clear measurement 

guidance needed for reporting templates (26/10/2011)

Sep-11 Compliance with Nutrition

45 Training 08/07/2011 Alison Day Rolling half days.  Numerous topics covered including some stat & 

mand. More information needed. This issue is about the Rolling 

half days provision - it could include targeted statutory training in 

more capacity. 

High Open Alison Day Jane 

Carter

Put a link on the stat and mand topic to the matrix to enable staff to confirm if 

that topic is required.  Other training to have a link to detail about the topic 

i.e.. Counter fraud - who has to do it & what it is about, nursing mentorship 

update - who has to do it & what it is about. The information is actually there 

but it requires searching which staff often have no time to do. It would be 

good to have a standard outline of details regarding every course as 

standard, like: who, why, options, how etc.(AH, 21/10/2011); JC: any stat and 

mand topic covered on the rolling half days will be recorded by IDEAL course 

administrators and competencies allocated.  Topics that are provided on the 

rolling half day are linked from the stat and mand training log so links are now 

available (19/10/2011). AH: However utilising the rolling half days for 

targeting statutory training is still open. 

Dec-11 To make the stat and mand requirements simpler to follow and attend - 

improved stat and mand compliance, reliable recording.

49 Training 27/07/2011 Alison Day Staff turning up for stat and mand courses that is not required from 

them or repeated unnecessarily. It is impossible to monitor if staff 

are doing the correct competency training e.g. some staff doing 

blood transfusion despite not required by job requirements on the 

other hand staff who should do that - don't - but compliance 

numbers look right as they are skewed by staff who do not 

required training.

High Open ESG Discuss the way forward. Education Leads to map who of their staff have to 

do particular staff-specific competencies 

Sep-11 Ensure correct compliance.

52 Training 02/08/2011 Aleks Hales Expiry of KPI competencies - staff whose competencies expire do 

not renew the training on time.

High Open Education Leads To monitor stat and mand reports regarding orange competency status 

(expiring within next three months). All data available within monthly/quarterly 

reports. Awareness sessions on reading Stat and Mand reporting to be 

embedded in Stat and Mand review on 2nd November to enable 

Dec-11 Control over compliance and monitoring.
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1 Recording 08-Apr-11 Aleks Hales Correct competencies attached to the courses on OLM to be 

checked, including the NLMS courses.

High Ongoing Aleks 

Hales/Jane 

Carter/Rita 

Patrick

Meeting arranged for AH JC RP to discuss and cross check. AH to send JC 

the comps vs courses report updated to review this (13 Apr 11)e-mailed to 

JC 21042011; received and amended in June by AH. CP being amended 

(27/07/2011). Requires monitoring periodically.

Sep-11 Ensuring correct setup of competencies. Improved compliance.

28 Recording 12/04/2011 

through to 

September

Esther Hall / 

Rachel Palmer 

and other 

Education Leads

Outstanding divisional backlog to be logged. High Ongoing Education Leads AT requested from EH and RP the extent of problem.  Will monitor, then 

agree way forward.It was agreed that IDEAL will assign admin support to 

assist Div D with recording retrospective stat and mand training - in progress 

(10 May 2011). Cardiac backlog was completed by CP. RP has not sent hers 

yet - there might be another option. (13052011) Completed by IDEAL in June 

11 (27/07/2011). IDEAL to assist with the backlog remaining in August then 

divisions to update.

May-11 Identified records from Cardiothoracic have been entered - EH to liaise 

with RP at end of May 11 for any further records to be centrally 

updated. After the summer divisions to take over.

8 General 12-Apr-11 Education Leads 

T&D Quality team

There are still discrepencies between matrix and learning logs 

(Mental Capacity should say 'where patient contact likely' in logs, 

Health and Safety competencies should be merged, PPE 

competencies is reported to be a part of infection control - to be 

reviewed, both Governance competencies should be merged). 

Changes have to be identified and amended at the same time in 

matrix and logs as well as other places relevant (e.g. OLM, 

reports). All changes should be clearly advertised on staffnet and 

highlighted in logs and matrix. Naming of 

courses/subjects/competencies should be uniformed accross.

High Closed Aleks Hales / 

Jane Carter

To be reviewed by JC and corrected by AH. JC work in progress - some 

subject leads are re-wording matrix requirement - all TBC by beginning of 

May.(13 Apr 11) More matrix changes (27/07/2011). Naming changes and 

competencies merges completed in May. PPE to be reviewed by JC and 

subject leads and discussed on ESG. Decided that PPE is a part of 

Equipment training (Sep-11) and cannot be achieve as stat and mand via 

Infection Control. JC has now process in place to advertise/highlight the 

changes. The issue as such is closed but changes require constant 

monitoring (19/10/2011)

Sep-11 Correct and updated information regarding stat and mand requirements. 

CHANGES REQUIRE ONGOING MONITORING therefore remaining 

on register

27 General 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales Stat & mand to have competencies against each course High Closed Aleks Hales/ 

Jane Carter/ 

Rita Patrick

AH to send JC update in April comp vs course report, JC to review and feed 

back. RP to amend if/where necessary. Report sent to JC on 21Apr11.Jane 

reviewed the courses - check if she sent the report with corrections back to 

Rita for input. Reviewed by JC in June, updated acc to JC guidance by AH. 

AH suggested quarterly monitoring due to possible changes. (19/10/2011)

Jun-11 Correct setup of OLM, correct compliance numbers, reliable 

information.

29 General 13-Apr-11 Jane Carter VTE competency is currently being reviewed therefore there is no 

appropriate information on the matrix/logs.

High Closed Jane Carter JC is waiting for the confirmation of requirements and matrix/logs will be 

updated ASAP and an appropriate stat and mand course form for VTE will be 

sent to RP to be created.

Jun-11 Correct matrix information. Improved compliance.

32 General 31-Mar-11 Aleks Hales Newly added Mental Capacity Assessment course (and similar 

course for consultants) - should they have Mental Capacity Act 

and Safeguarding Adults attached to them and is this just a 

classroom delivery or e-learning as well. Needed for accurate stat 

and mand reporting.

High Closed Jane Carter JC awaiting confirmation from Jill Young as per 13th April 11.Same status 

19/5/11. Safeguarding Adults competency removed from Mental Capacity 

course as per JC requirement. Closed June 11. 

Jun-11 Correct EoL setup on OLM

42 General 23/06/2011 Rosemary Chable Preparing new reporting templates combined with matrices and 

Alison Day's reporting. 

High Closed Alison Day 

Aleks Hales

AD/AH to liaise with Information Services re how to do new templates.The 

reports will be worked on  to provide a comprehensive reporting system 

however it is not technically possible to hide the non-applicable 

competencies in majority of cases at present. The solution would be to map 

competencies to job requirements and input it to ESR so that the information 

shows in the report. The task would be very time consuming and would have 

to be mapped by HR first.Discussed with Information Services who offered 

help with writing report templates, should that be necessary. They are not 

able to assist in any other way. To be discussed further.

Aug-11 More accurate reporting, not showing the not aplicable for some staff 

information, comprehensive reporting system. 

31 General 14-Apr-11 Aleks Hales Idetnfied administrative support from IDEAL unavailabe Low Closed Alison Trenerry Need to develop a contingency plan regarding who is going to apply the 

records centrally. This will be a very time consuming process and recording 

experience is needed to apply the records correctly.

May-11 contengency plan for central recording

3 Recording 11-Apr-11 DQ Team End of life care - who is recording data on OLM? High Closed Aleks Hales AH to liase with JC regarding competency for course. JC to liaise with Jacqui 

Swanston (27/07/2011) completed

Sep-11

4 Recording 11-Apr-11 DQ team Creation of monthly dates on all Stat & Mand classes High Closed Rita Patrick All monthly dates created up to Dec 2011 for all e-learning stat & mand 

courses.  Further dates to be set for high volume/high priority areas (eg 

resuscitation) 

Apr-11 To ensure the correct set up of classes and make administrators work 

faster.

5 Recording 12/04/2011 

through to 

October 2011

Education Leads, 

Aleks Hales

Medical and dental staff issues:  induction recording issue; SHO 

doctors rotate.  Can their evidence of training be held centrally as 

it is difficult to trace

High Closed Jane Carter AD to liase with Briget then JC.  The competency attached to the Drs 

Induction is: 188|LOCAL|Attended Corporate Trust Induction|Information and 

Knowledge. Trust Induction retrospectively recorded centrally - in progress 

19/5/11.JC iss looking through Doc Ind course competencies to be attached. 

The backlog to be recorded by Carol when the competencies are agreed. 

The ongoing training will be recorded in IDEAL.(30/06/2011) Rosemary 

Chable has advised it is divisional responsibility. If recorded via OLM data 

will be transferable within SUHT. Following ESG agreed that IDEAL would 

input docs induction. Any further training to be done by divisions 

(27/07/2011). The recording to be monitored - process started - Jul-11. 

Further training of IDEAL staff happening. Most records require re-

completing.FY1 and FY2s to be recorded by Ros. Course form sent to RP for 

input. It will be available to record on OLM ASAP. Process now in place, 

requires ongoing monitoring.

Sep-11  Improved compliance of medical and dental staff group.
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6 Recording 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales Inaccurate recording issues: Inaccurate records due to process 

not being followed correctly therefore competencies not attached 

to staff record and not showing on the report (e.g. Div B stat and 

mand day).  Recording in wrong place therefore not fed through to 

the report.  Many records have already been transferred to 

appropriate places (Blood Transfusion, Child Protection level 1, 

Information Governance, Fire, Health and Safety, Infection 

Control) but these have to be monitored on an ongoing basis. Also 

new enrollments are added to closed E&D course which means 

that the competencies are applied incorrectly. Administrators are 

adding staff to the 000 National Courses but should be adding and 

updating records on the 188 Local Courses.  Therfore no 

competencies will be added as the data cannot be read from the 

National Courses. Majority of records were transferred by IDEAL 

however this requires constant monitoring.

High Closed Aleks Hales Records have already been moved to correct places or reapplied correctly 

but monitoring still required as new records are still being entered incorrectly.  

RP will establish who has made error and retrain. Records of inputs needed 

(RC, 19 Apr11) All so far encountered errors were corrected. When there are 

new ones - the information will be sent to RP (10 Apr 2011) E&D closed 

course now have additionally DO NOT USE added to prevent recording.   

Members of staff that are on the 000 Courses will need to be moved over.  

RP to speak with Aleks Hales on the best way to achieve this. The records 

moved by Carol to appropriate places were recorded on the spreadsheet 

(O:\IDEAL\OLM TM\PROJECT\OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY\Stat&Mand) by 

CP. The records under 000 courses can now be removed when double-

checked that there are no new records. (21Apr2011). Consent is now on 

matrix so higher priority for removing inaccurate records.(27/07/2011) 

Consent added. Records to be monitored on a monthly basis.  recording 

process was addressed by Anca. Additionally the Awareness sessions were 

organised and staff invited to update skills and awareness. (19/10/2011). Actio

Ongoing Ongoing work to ensure all administrators are using the system 

correctly

7 Recording 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales / 

Michael Potter

Records for Equality and Diversity and Bullying and Harassment 

previous to May 2010 were recorded separately - merging of 

records by IDEAL required to achieve reliable compliance 

numbers.

High Closed Aleks Hales / 

Rita Patrick

Records for both competencies updated retrospectively and KPI report 

sheets altered accordingly. 

More discussions needed to sort.KPI report to show as one line.  Having 

reviewed the matrix where E&D and B&H are together JC agreed that E&D 

national competency is retrospectively added to B&H and E&D courses 

which were used before May 2010 and we will be reporting only on E&D 

competency for stat and mand as it contains B&H element(13 Apr 11). 

Records to be amended by Carol.Completed 12/5/11

Apr-11 Records updated, correct compliance.

9 Recording 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales Mary 

Clunie

Local and Trust Induction - no recording of staff induction prior to 

OLM reporting.

High Closed Aleks Hales Compliance of Trust Induction and Local Induction entered by Carol Pulman 

for all staff prior to September 2010, the rest to be entered locally.(in 

progress by Carol Pulman as per 13052011) Trust Induction completed. 

Local to be updated for 2009-2010 plus doctors induction other than 

"attended induction". Completed for Q1 report.

Jul-11 Ongoing  - currently 1260 records have been updated.

18 Recording 12-Apr-11 Esther Hall Who is responsible for updating staff who have completed trust 

induction

High Closed Alison Day AD checked with RP.  Ideal team input this information. 13-Apr-11 Clarity of process.

20 Recording 12-Apr-11 Esther Hall Mary 

Clunie /Michael 

Potter

SHO doctors rotate.  Can their evidence of training be held 

centrally as it is difficult to trace.

High Closed Alison Day Rosemary Chable has advised currently divisional responsibility but will 

include in ESG report with recomendation that central recording via IDEAL is 

developed. If recorded via OLM data will be transferable within SUHT. 

Following ESG agreed that IDEAL would input docs induction. Any further 

training to be done by divisions (27/07/2011)

13-Apr-11 Divisions to record training - Induction see priority 6

21 Recording 12-Apr-11 Emma Baker How is clinical record keeping recorded. High Closed Jane Carter / 

Rita Patrick

Competency is created but course is not.  JC awaiting confirmation and form 

from Paul McMahon - this will be added to OLM by RP.The course available 

on OLM 20052011. JC liaising with PM in terms of responsibilities for 

recording on OLM.(27/07/2011) IDEAL has taken over the responsibility of 

recording the classroom sessions acc to provided by PM rcords. RP to liaise 

with PM regarding logistics (23/08/2011).

Sep-11 Improved compliance.

22 Recording 12-Apr-11 Emma Baker SPAARS, ALS, PILS - valid for 4 years.  The backlog will be 

recorded centrally and the current data by Resus.

High Closed Jane Carter / 

Aleks Hales

AH will liase with JC and get competencies updated.  Debbie Graves will 

have to amend manually the end date of the competency.  Carol to enter 

retrospectively - agreed.

May-11 More accurate BLS compliance

23 Recording 12-Apr-11 Helen Creedon Child Health medical team have not yet uploaded data onto OLM High Closed Alison Day Child Health to update records.Uploaded by IDEAL (27/07/2011) Jun-11 Improved compliance.

24 Recording 12-Apr-11 Mary Clunie Doctors and some clerical staff do not inform the leads of training 

done in Division A.

High Closed Alison Day Mary Clunie to implement local system to enable capture. May-11 Improved compliance of medical and dental staff.

25 Recording 12-Apr-11 Michael Potter Customer care, H&S and Governance have to be done once only.  

Records show update needed after one year. 

High Closed Aleks Hales AH already changed competency acc to matrix requirements.  Records will 

be amended by Carol to show that staff who have completed training and 

have this recorded on OLM will have their records updated.Completed on 

4th May 2011. The reports for April partly show the changes. The full change 

will be available in reports for May. Double-check if the changes have been 

applied correctly - as a precausion. (19/10/2011)

May-11 Correct compliance numbers

26 Recording 12-Apr-11 Michael Potter Moving and handling - once every two years now. High Closed Aleks Hales AH to liase with Carol to amend records.(in progress 13 Apr 11) Records 

amended by Carol (27/07/2011)

May-11 Correct compliance.

30 Recording 13-Apr-11 Anca Neacsu Div B stat and mand day did not have all appropriate 

competencies (Moving and Handling practical)

High Closed Aleks Hales/ 

Jane Carter

JC agreed that we should reapply the backlog records centrally (Carol 

Pulman). The competency was already attached to the course and it was 

agreed with AN that in case someone fails the assessment M&H practical will 

be removed from particular staff record. Closed on 04052011

May-11 Competency correctly attached

36 Recording 02-Jun-11 Rita Patrick Anne Cato has raised an issue re: putting stat & mand data on 

OLM due to lack of resources and has asked for support from 

IDEAL.  Anne has been advised by RP to highlight this issue with 

her education lead as this is a resource issue more staff need to 

be trained. At present she only has one who works one day a 

week. RP visited and trained the one administrator how to set up 

groups so this will allow for the data entry on OLM to be faster.

High Closed Alekss Hales  

Rita Patrick         

Monitor and assist where necessary and await any outcome from the 

education lead. All backlog done by IDEAL June 11 (27/07/2011) Further 

Anne's issues addressed via meetings (RP and AH) throughout September 

and October. Written reply to administrator's report (19/10/2011)

53 Recording 03/08/2011 Michael Potter Slips, Trips and Falls - some records still show a year validity in 

some cases

High Closed Aleks Hales Back-change the dates in staff records. New renewal date updated on OLM 

(23/08/2011). The records reapplied in October (decreased resources 

prevented earlier action). 19/10/2011

Sep-11 Correct compliance numbers.
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12 Recording 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales Clarity required in language in terms of National and Local 

competencies in ESR meaning

Low Closed Jane Carter Education Leads will have more understanding regarding what is reported 

on. Information needs to be sent out or awareness session organised? This 

does not seem to be an issue any more - wider understanding of OLM 

terminology among Education Leads. 

Sep-11 Improved understanding of teminology linked to ESR

34 Recording 19-Apr-11 Aleks Hales Applying backlog of competencies will start the string of notification 

tool messages to retrospectively enrolled staff

Low Closed Aleks Hales Education Leads to be informed that their staff will be receiving notification 

that their staff were enrolled on a course or have a new competency due to 

retrospective central enrolments - Managers to be informed. Done by IDEAL 

June 11. (27/07/20110

Jun-11 That will stop the retrospectively enrolled staff to contact AH or RP to 

say they haven't enrolled and there is an error

2 Recording 11-Apr-11 Cheryl Venn Data input into OLM needs reviewing for Stat & Mand ? Further 

training ongoing

Med Closed Rita Patrick RP to discuss requirements with education leads before training organised. 

Processes in place to ensure training as and when.(27/07/2011)

Apr-11 To improve quality of recording therefore compliance.

11 Reporting 12-Apr-11 Alison Trenerry Aleks Hales is the only one in Education able to run reports from 

the OLM system (stat and mand). Desktop procedure and training 

required for contingency.

High Closed Aleks Hales 

Alison Day

AH to train AD on reporting. Due to complexity of the proces the training will 

take a few attempts. AH to develop a desktop procedure on running the stat 

and mand reports. This training is going to take a few attempts. AH to 

prepare a desktop procedure. In progress (23/08/2011). Desktop procedure 

completed (19/10/2011). AH to assist AD in running shadow reports for 

October and revise the procedure if necessary. Another staff member within 

Education to be chosen to act as additional backup.

Dec-11 Contengency plan in AH absence to ensure availability of information.

33 Reporting 15-Apr-11 Rachel Palmer 

Esther Hall

The new requirement of NHSLA Level 3 - sharps training (as per e-

mail from Jean Piernicki). For the moment it is a part of Infection 

Control training but is supposed to be monitored separately. 

Report for ESG needed.

High Closed Rosemary 

Chable

RC advice - The matrix clearly identifies that inoculation incidents is included 

as part of the infection control session - so as long as it is (and it definitely 

remains on the e learning),  and we can evidence that staff have attended 

the infection session (on OLM) then our regular reports to ESG and minuted 

notes of discussions and KPI's to board should constitute the evidence for 

this.  Divisions should additionally provide the evidence of the discussions at 

their internal education meetings etc - as well as the corporate ones (RC)

Apr-11 Inoculations incidents reported via infection control training

35 Reporting 05-May-11 Aleks Hales Correctly entered records did not transfer some competencies to 

staff records therefore these do not show on stat and mand 

reports (Basic Life Support for Pharmacy)

High Closed Aleks Hales "Deep dive" checks and liaison with Education Leads and administrators in 

progress to establish where the problems are. In progress 19/5/11. 

Completed June 11. (27/07/2011)

Jun-11 To ensure the correct compliance.

37 Reporting May-11 Rosemary Chable Subject leads need breakdown of compliance by subject High Closed Aleks Hales Prepare quarterly reporting by competency for subject leads as well as 

education leads - make available on the network alongside standard stat and 

mand reports. Reports available from Q1 2011 on quarterly basis.

Jun-11 Possibility of identifying issues subject wise; evidence for subject leads 

reporting.

47 Reporting 22/07/2011 Aleks Hales JC asked AH to prepare the information on Trust Induction 

completion against HR new starters report. There were anomalies 

found in the report: some staff who were supposed to start in 2011 

have records against Trust Induction (and other competencies) 

with last year's date. There are also duplicat records of persons 

with the same assignment numbers with different start dates. 

High Closed Aleks Hales, HR 

Workforce Team

AH to liaise with HR Workforce Information Team. AH liasised with Bing Gu 

in July. The next Trust Induction compliance by new starters will be based on 

HR-provided information. HR to provide a report only on new external 

starters not on all new assignments. The report forwarded for the perion Oct 

10 to Mar 11 to JC (in its version 3 in October 11).

Sep-11 To ensure consistency of both HR and Educational reports showing 

Trust Induction attendance

48 Reporting 27/07/2011 Aleks Hales ESR competency transferring error.Competencies not feeding 

correctly from OLM to staff records therefore not showing 

compliance on recording. The scale still to be established.

High Closed Aleks Hales AH to do additional monitoring. AH taken the issue to Regional OLM SIG. SR 

raised already. McKesson fix in progress. AH to monitor the fix and liaise 

with other trusts in South Central regarding experiencing errors and fix. 

There no further occurrences as per 23/08/2011 but has to be monitored on 

ongoing basis. No further transfer error has been spotted. The errors in 

compliance as per current monitoring data show that the only reason for non-

transferring competencies to staff records are caused by incorrect recording. 

However to prevent any system errors further checks have to be undertaken 

on ongoing basis.

Sep-11 Ensure that compliance numbers are correct.

51 Reporting 02/08/2011 Aleks Hales The shadow reports for July show that the new medical staff 

competencies in relation to Doctors Induction was not recorded on 

time which negatively impacts divisional compliance.

High Closed Alison Trenerry 

Sylvia Richards

To ensure that administration staff is aware of reporting deadlines. All KPI 

related courses to be updated by the end of a month. IDEAL administration 

management made aware. Will be additionally taken forward on Awareness 

sessions organised by IDEAL.

Sep-11 Correct compliance numbers.

40 Reporting 22-Jun-11 Tracy Garton Re NHSLA level 3 I am ensuring the hand hygiene policy and hand 

hygiene training on the TNA match.  On the current TNA please 

could you amend hand hygiene training for Non Exec Board 

members to add to the bottom 'via e-learning or rolling half days' 

 so it matches the next column.

Low Closed Jane Carter Liaise with Tracy Garton. Amend logs. As per 19/10/2011 the issue is 

resolved. AH checked the updated learning logs for Wider Health Care 

Teams (19/10/2011)

15 Reporting 12-Apr-11 Aleks Hales The current reports templates are very time consuming to prepare 

and carry high possibility of error.

Med Closed Aleks Hales AH to look at alternative ways of providing report information. In progress 

(19/5/11) Still in progress (27/07/2011) In progress. (23/08/2011). Due to the 

change in the way the reporting will be done once the competencies are 

mapped to jobs/positions a decision has to be taken if the current reporting 

system is worth adjusting ( very labour consuming undertaking)before that 

major change due to NLMS and competency profile matching - these will 

change the reporting.

before 

NLMS 

implement

ation

All recorded information merged and contained in the stat and mand 

reports.

46 Training 08/07/2011 Alison Day Information for Administrators. Put information on OLM Staffnet 

about S&M changes.  

High Closed Jane Carter 

Aleks Hales Rita 

Patrick

Adjust recording information on staffnet to matrix changes. OLM Awareness 

sessions now booked and more will be organised if needed. Rita Patrick and 

Aleks Hales organised a detailed review meeting regarding staffnet OLM 

pages changes/updates requirements. The staffnet pages are currently 

being updated by RP and AH (26/10/2011)

ongoing To provide coherent information.

56 Training 06/09/2011 Alison Day / Anca 

Neacsu / Julie 

Martin

Information governance. States elearning only on matrix and logs 

but sessions are run on rolling half day and more in IG dept.There 

will be Information Governance training available soon - class 

offering to be created and monthly classes set up by Rita but 

recorded locally.

Med Closed Jane Carter 

Education Leads

Update matrix and logs to show classroom training and rolling half days.  

Link from education website to IG web page where courses are advertised. 

Rolling half-days updated (19/10/2011). The local delivery training needs to 

be updated if existing - Education Leads to inform JC if that training takes 

place, JC to amend matrix/logs if necessary. Local administrators to record 

the local updates set up by RP.

Oct-11 Classroom Course created and 12 monthly classes set up ready for 

recording (Updated 19 Apr-2011)Correct and accessible information
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